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The improper Riemann integral S; f(x) dx is defined in the simplest case
as a limit of proper Riemann integrals, which are themselves limits of
Riemann sums. In this paper we discuss the representation of the improper
integral as a limit of Riemann sums. Our main result-Theorem 3-gives
a condition on the integrand that is necessary and sufficient for such represen
tation of the integral, with the largest natural class of Riemann sums.

Some of the motivation for this paper comes from the theory of numerical
integration. Most formulas for numerical quadrature-Simpson's rule, the
trapezoid rule, and the Gauss-Legendre formulas, for example-approximate
the integral by calculating carefully chosen Riemann sums.* Thus it is the
Riemann concept of the integral that is most appropriate for numerical
analysis. The quadrature rules mentioned converge to the integral whenever
the function being integrated is properly Riemann-integrable; there seems
to be no larger class of bounded functions for which quadrature rules
converge.

In the case of the improper Riemann integral, the connection with numeri
cal quadrature is obscured by the double limiting process involved. If we
wish to use a sequence of quadrature formulas, or quadrature rule,

(I)

(with Tn approaching infinity as n does) to approximate S;J, we find that
there is indeed no such sequence which will converge for all improperly
Riemann-integrablef's. (A proof of this is given in the Appendix.) However,

* That the Gauss-Legendre formulas define Riemann sums was shown by T. J. Stieltjes
in [11.
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we may specify characteristics of f which will guarantee convergence for
some classes of sequences (1).

(Of course, there is another numerical approach to S: I (x) dx. If I(x)
decreases rapidly as x ---->- 00, it may be natural to write f = wg, where w is
some non-negative "weight function" which decreases to zero so rapidly
that all its moments on [0, 00) are finite. One can then use formulas of the
form

fJ w(x) hex) dx :::::; f arh(xr)
o 'r=1

which are designed to be exact when h is any polynomial of a certain degree.
Convergence can then be discussed in terms of the approximation of g by
polynomials. The Gauss-Laguerre formulas for w(x) = e-(IJ are the most
famous of this kind (see e.g. [2]). We will not consider this approach in this
paper.)

Let JR denote the class of all real-valued functions f that are defined
on [0, 00), are properly Riemann-integrable over [0, b] whenever°~ b < 00,
and have a (finite) improper Riemann integral

f"f(x) dx.
o

(2)

(In this paper all functions will be taken to be defined on [0, 00) and to be
real-valued!, unless there is a statement to the contrary.) For any f in JR,
there are some sequences of Riemann sums which converge to (2).

In the first section of this paper we shall briefly study the connection
between this fact and the question of convergence of numerical quadrature
formulas. In the second section we shall determine the class of functions
f E JR for which all sequences of Riemann sums satisfying a natural condition
converge to the integral (2); the characterization of this class is in terms of
a concept related to the concept of bounded variation, but specifically
appropriate to infinite intervals.

1. REGULATING FUNCTIONS

We first set down the following notations, most of which are standard:

DEFINITION. If °~ a < b < 00, a sequence X o < Xl < X2 < ... < X n

with X o = a and X n = b is called a "partition" of [a, b]. If "ll" is the name
of the partition, the numbers X o , Xl '00" X n will be called the "points" of ll,
and be said to "belong to" ll. The quantity maxI<r<n (xr - xr- l ) will be

1 The extension to complex-valued functions is immediate.
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called the "gauge" of II, and be denoted "I II I". The intervals [Xr-l, Xr],
r = 1,2,..., n, will be referred to as "subintervals of II." Every Riemann
sum

n

L I((r)(xr - Xr- l)
r~l

with Xr- l ~ gr ~ Xr , r = 1,2,... , n, will be said to be "based on II."

DEFINITION. If a and b are as above, and I is a function bounded on
[a, b] and, for r = 1,2,..., n,

then the sums

M r = sup I(x),
Xr_l~x'::;'::;;;Xr

mr = inf I(x),
Xr_l :<x::S;;;;Xr

n

L MrCxr - Xr-J,
1'=1

n

L mr(Xr - Xr-l), and
r~l

n

L (Mr - mr)(xr - xr- l)
r~l

will be called the "upper sum," "lower sum," and "oscillation sum," respec
tively, of j, based on II. They will be abbreviated U.S.(f, II), L.S.(j, II),
and a.s.(j, II).

DEFINITION. A real-valued function g, defined and strictly decreasing
on (0, b) for some b > 0, and having lim",...o+ g(x) = +00 is called a
"regulating function."

DEFINITION. A function lis said to be "regulated by g" if g is a regulating
function and there is a number f satisfying the following condition: For
any monotone nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers bn , with
limn...", bn = 00, any sequence of partitions lIn of [0, bn] having IlIn I-- 0
and bn = o(g(1 lIn I)) as n -- 00, and any sequence of Riemann sums En
based on lIn'

(3)

It is easy to see that everyI in fR is regulated by some regulating function
g and that, conversely, any I that is regulated by some g is in fR.

EXAMPLES. a. If lex) = (sin x)jx and II: 0 = Xo < Xl < ... < Xn = b
is a partition, and Xr- l ~ gr ~ Xr , then

II(gr)(Xr - XT - l) - (r I(x) dx I ~ (xT - XT - l) Or
Xr_l
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where Or is the oscillation (the maximum minus' the minimum) of j on
[xr- 1 , xr]. If P-r is the maximum of If'(X) I on [xr- 1 , Xr], Or ~ (Xr - X r- 1) P-r .
Now P-r is less than an absolute constant C1 for X r- l ~ 1, and less than
C2(Xr - 1 for X r - 1 > 1. Any Riemann sum for j based on the partition JI
differs from f~ by no more than

This can be written

L (xr - Xr_l )2 P-r + L (xr - Xr_1)2 P-r ,
xr_l~l x T_ I>1

which is less than or equal to

Cl IJI I L (xr - xr - 1) + C2 IJI I L X
r

- X
r

-
1

•

xr_ 1<1 x
T

_ I >1 X r- 1

The first of these sums is no greater than 1 + IJI I. The second is

L ~ X r - Xr - l

xc_I>l Xr-l X r

~ (1 + IJI I) L X r - X r - 1

xT_
I
>1 X r

~ (1 + IJII) L log~
xc_I>l X r - 1

~ (1 + IJI I) log b.

Thus the total is less than or equal to

(4)

For this to go to zero as b approaches infinity, it is sufficient that IJI I log b
go to zero. It follows that (sin x)(x is regulated by g(x) = e1 / x •

b. IfjELipa[O, 00), 0< ex ~ l,jis regulated by g(x) = x-a.

c. As we shall see below, (sin X2)(X2 is regulated by every regulating
function g.

A quadrature formula (assumed applied to the interval [0, 1] for conve
nience)

Q(f) = f arj(xr) ~ rj(x) dx
r~l 0

(5)
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r = 1,2,..., n,

is a Riemann sum for the integral it is approximating when a1 + a2 + ...
+ an = I and:

1.) ar > 0,

and, taking ao = 0,

2.) ao + a1 + ... + ar-1 :s;: X r :s;: ao + a1 + ... + ar

for every r. The partition involved is °= to < t1 < ... < tn = 1, where
t1 = a1 , t2 = a1 + a2 , etc.; the largest ar is the gauge of the partition. For
the n-subinterval trapezoid rule

Tn(f) = 2~ (f(0) + f(1)) + ~ nf f (: ),
• r~1

and for the n-subinterval Simpson's rule

Sn(f) = ~ (f(0) + f(1)) +~ nf f (2r - 1) + .3- nf f (.!-)
6n 6n r~1 2n 6n r~1 n

it is clear that 1.) and 2.) hold, and the gauges are lin and 2/(3n), respectively.
For the n-point Gauss-Legendre formula it is well known that 1.) holds
and it was shown by Stieltjes [1] that 2.) holds, the largest value of ar being
asymptotic to 7Tln ([4], p. 350). When any of these rules is applied to an
interval [0, b] instead of [0, 1], the gauge of the partition involved is multiplied
by b. These facts, and the definition of regulating function,· immediately
give us:

THEOREM 1. Let Q1 , Q2 ,... be either the sequence T1 , T2 ,... of trapezoid
rule formulas, or the Simpson sequence S1 , S2 ,..., or the sequence of I-point,
2-point, ... Gauss-Legendre formulas. Iff is regulated by g, and Qif, bn) is
the result of applying Qn to integration off over [0, bn], then

if bn ---+ 00, bn = o(n),

and

(6)

Here c = 1 in the trapezoid rule case, c = 2/3 for Simpson's rule, and c is
any number greater than 7T for the Gauss-Legendre case.

Similar theorems can easily be found for other sequences of quadrature
formulas.
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EXAMPLES. a. I(x) = (sin x)/x. For any of the quadrature sequences
mentioned in Theorem 1, convergence is assured by having bn log bn = o(n)
or bn = o(n/log n).

b. If f ELir [0, 00), then a sufficient condition for convergence (for
the same quadrature sequences) is bn = o(n~/(1+~)).

c. For I(x) = (sin X2)/X2, a sufficient condition is bn = o(n); see below.

2. THE SIMPLE INTEGRAL

For somefthe use of regulating functions is unnecessary. We now proceed
to characterize these.

DEFINITION. A function f is called "simply integrable over [0, 00)" if
there is a number I such that: For any E > °there are positive numbers
B = B(E) and .1 = L1(E) such that if b > B and II is a partition of [0, b] with
III I < .1 and E is a Riemann sum for j, based on II, then IE - I I < E.

In other words, f is simply integrable if the Riemann sums associated
with partitions II of [0, b] approach a unique (finite) limit as long as b --+ 00
and III I --+ °simultaneously.

It is easy to see that iff is simply integrable then f E IR and the number I
is just f: f

Let Q1 , Q2 ,... be any sequence of quadrature formulas which are Riemann
sums, with largest coefficients 01 ,02"" when applied on the interval [0, 1]
or [-1, 1]. If f is simply integrable, limn -+OCl Qn(j, bn) = f: f whenever
bn --+ 00 and onbn --+ 0. In particular, if On = OO/n), as is the case for the
formulas mentioned in Theorem 1, condition (6) of the Theorem can be
omitted for simply integrable f

IffE IR and is of bounded variation on [0, 00), (i.e., the total variations
of f on all finite intervals [0, b] have a finite least upper bound V(J)), it is
simply integrable. Given E> °one can choose B so large that If: I I < E/2
for all b > B, and .1 so small that .1 . V(n < E/4. Set I = f: f If
II: °= X o < Xl < ... < X n = b is a partition with b > B and III I < .1,
and E is any Riemann sum for f based on II, then

The second quantity on the right is <E/2; the first is no more than O.S.(j, II)
which is

n

~ 2 L (f(Cir) - f(fJr»)(xr - x r- 1),

r=l
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where (Xr and fJr are points of [xr- l , xr]chosen so as to makef((Xr) - f(fJr) ;?:

(Mr - mr)/2. Let to, tl , ... , tm be the points (Xl' fJl , (X2' fJ2 ,... , (Xn , fJn
rearranged in natural order. Then

n

IE - J I < e/2 + 2Ll L 1/((Xr) - l(fJr)1
r~l

m

< e/2 + 2Ll L I/Us) - IUs-I) I
s~l

< e/2 + 2Ll V(f) < e.

We remark that the simple integral is not an absolute integral. An example
is the function I defined as follows: Set

to = ° and
n 2r - l

t = ,,-
n L. r '

r~1

n = 1,2,... ;

and set I(x) = (-l)n-1/2n- l on [tn-I, tn). I is of bounded variation and in
JR but IfI is not in JR.

We give a first characterization of simple integrability in terms of an
analogue of the classical Riemann Condition for integrability over finite
intervals (see, e.g., [3], p. 281).

DEFINITION. A function I is said to satisfy the "Uniform Riemann
Condition" when

1.) For every e > °there is a Ll = Ll(f, e) such that: if II is a partition
of any finite interval [0, b], of gauge less than Ll, then O.S.(f, ll) < e.

2.) For every e > °there is a B = B(f, e) and a 0 = o(f, e) such that:
whenever b' > b > Band II is a partition of [b, b' ] of gauge less than 0,
and E is any Riemann sum for f, based on ll, then I E I < e.

If we were to weaken this definition by permitting Ll to depend on b,
and 0 to depend on band b', we would obtain a necessary and sufficient
condition for Ito be in JR. For then 1.) would become the classical Riemann
Condition for the interval [0, b], asserted for every positive b; and 2.) would
become equivalent to the statement that

sup I fb' II
b'>b>B b

approaches zero as B approaches infinity.
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We note that for fE IR, part 1.) of the Uniform Riemann Condition
implies part 2.). For, given E > 0, we can choose B so that

If'fl < E/2

whenever b' > b > B. Setting 0 equal to the J(j, Ej2) of part 1.), it follows
that if b' > b > B and II is any partition of [b, b'] of gauge less than 0,
then O.S.(j, II) < Ej2. Then if E is any Riemann sum for I, based on II,
it differs from f:' fby less than Ej2, and so lEt < E.

THEOREM 2. A function f is simply integrable if and only if it satisfies
the Uniform Riemann Condition.

Proof Only if: Given E > 0, let B(Ej2) and J(Ej2) be the quantities
specified in the definition of simple integrability. Sincefis Riemann integrable
on [0, B], there is a 0 > °such that if II is any partition of [0, B] of gauge <0,
O.S.(j, II) < E. It follows that if II' is any partition of [0, b] of gauge <0,
where b ~ B, O.S.(f,II) < E. Set J(j, E) = min(J(Ej2), 0). Then if II is
a partition of any interval [0, b] with gauge ~J(j, E), O.S.(j, II) < E when
b ~ B. When b > B, every Riemann sum associated with II differs from
f: fby less than Ej2. Since U.S.(j, II) is the sup of all such sums and L.S.(j, II)
the inf, O.S.(j, II) = U.S.(j, II) - L.S.(j, II) < E. This establishes part 1.)
of the Uniform Riemann Condition. Part 2.) follows from the fact that
fEIR.

If: As remarked earlier, the Uniform Riemann Condition implies that
fE IR; set 1= f: f Given E > 0, choose B(j, Ej3) and J(j, Ej3) as in the
definition of the Condition (with J(j, Ej3) < 1) and set B = B(j, Ej3) + 1. If
b > B and II: 0= X o < Xl < ... < X n = b is a partition with III I < J(j, Ej3)
and E is any Riemann sum based on II, let m be the greatest integer such that
Xm ~ B. Let III be the partition of [0, x m ] by the points Xo, Xl"'" Xm , and
let EI be the sum of the first m terms of E. Since X m > B(j, Ej3), the second
part of the Uniform Riemann Condition implies that I I - f~m f I < Ej3, and
also that IE - EI I < Ej3. The first part implies that lEI - f~mfl < Ej3,
and so IE - II < E, proving the Theorem.

3. BOUNDED COARSE VARIATION

We have noted that bounded variation is a sufficient condition for an
improperly integrable function to be simply integrable. It cannot be neces
sary; from the discussion of the Uniform Riemann Condition it is clear
that the difference between improper integrability and simple integrability
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involves only the behavior of the integrand I(x) as x approaches infinity
-and bounded variation involves restrictions on its behavior in finite
intervals. We need a different property of functions, appropriate to the
infinite interval.

DEFINITION. If 10 is a positive number, a set of real numbers is called
"E-separated" when every two numbers in the set differ by 10 or more. A
partition is E-separated if the set of its points is E-separated.

DEFINITION. If f is a function and {xo , Xl , X2 , ••• } is a finite or infinite,
strictly increasing, sequence of non-negative numbers, then the (finite or
infinite) quantity

(7)

is called "the variation of f on the sequence {XO , Xl ,...}". If S is a set of
non-negative real numbers with no finite limit point, and S* the sequence
consisting of the elements of S in their natural order, then the "variation
of f on S" is just the variation off on S*.

DEFINITION. For any function f and any 10 > 0, the "E-variation of I"
(denoted" V,U)") is the supremum of the variations off on all E-separated
sets of non-negative real numbers.

DEFINITION. A function f is said to be of "bounded coarse variation"
("BCV") if it has a finite E-variation for every 10 > 0. The set of all functions
of bounded coarse variation will also be denoted "BCV."

If the E-variation off were finite for every 10 > °and also bounded in 10,

fwould be of BV on [0, (0). BCV is a weaker condition. It is useful only for
infinite intervals-on a finite interval BCV is equivalent to boundedness.

EXAMPLES. a.) (sin x)lx is not of BCV: The sequence TT12, 3TT12, 5TTI2, ...
is TT-separated and the variation of the function on it is

2 4 4 4-+-+-+-+ ...TT 3TT 5TT 7TT
which is infinite.

b.) If g is positive, monotone decreasing on [0, (0), and in JR, and
If I ~ g, then f E BCV: If a sequence {XO , Xl""} is E-separated,
I/(xi) - I(Xi-l) I < 2g(Xi-I) for each i, and so the variation of f on the
sequence is

~ 2g(xo) + 2g(xo + E) + ... ~ 2g(O) + 2g(E) + 2g(2E) + 2g(3E) + ... ;
and the last series converges. Thus (sin x2)lx2, which is not of BV, if of BCV.
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The following lemma is the basic tool in the proof of Theorem 3.

LEMMA 1. If II is a partition of an interval [a, b] of gauge 0 or less, and
b - a ;;?o 120, and f is a real-valued function defined and bounded on
[a, b], then there is a o-separated sequence to < tl < .,. < tn of points of
[a, b] such that the variation off on the sequence is greater than or equal to

1 a.s.(/, II)
24 0

Proof We first delete points from II to get a coarser partition II' which
is o-separated and has III' I ~ 30. If the points of II are a = Xo < Xl < ...
< Xm = b, we can do this by setting Yo equal to Xo , Yl equal to the least Xr

that is greater than or equal to Yo + 0, Y2 equal to the least Xr that is greater
than or equal to Y1 + 0, etc.; stopping when we obtain a Y that is greater
than b - 0, and substituting b for that y. Say the points of II' are
a = Yo < Yl < ... < Yv (note that p ;;?o 4). If we set A = a.s.(/, II), then
a.s.(/, II') ;;?o A. In each interval [Yi-l, Yi] choose points ai and f3i to
satisfy

f(ai) ;;?o M i - Aj(12p8), f(f3i) ~ mi + Aj(l2p8)

where M i and mi are the sup and inf, respectively, off on [Yi-l ,Yi]' Then

(9)

If we separate the sum in (9) into the sum over odd values of i and the sum
over even values of i, at least one of these two sums must be ;;?oAj4; let us
say it is the first. Since IYi - Yi-l I ~ 38, we have

(10)

this sum has at least two terms. We will now choose one of ai and f3i' for
each i, and rename it t(i-l)/2 , so as to have

Since any two consecutive t's will be separated by an interval [Yi-l, Yi]
(with i even) of length 8 or more, this will complete the proof. For i = 1
and 3, we make the choice by setting either to = al and tl = f33 or to = f3l
and tl = a3 according as If(al) - f({33)! or 1!({3l) - !(a3)1 is the larger.
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Clearly the larger of those two quantities is no less than half their sum,
which is (f(a1) - !(ft1» + (f(a2) - !(ft2»' For i > 3, we choose for t(i-l)/2
either ai or f3i according as!(ai) or!(f3i) differs by more (in absolute value)
from!(t(i-3)/2); one of them must differ by at least (f(ai) - !(fti»/2.

The next lemma sharpens our knowledge of the meaning of BCV:

LEMMA 2. If!E BCV then for every € > 0 there exist positive numbers
8 = 8(f, €) and B = B(f, €) with the property that whenever 0 < 8' ~ 8
and S is a 8'-separated set of points in [B, (0), the variation off on S is less
than €(8'.

Proof Assume the conclusion is false. Then there is an € > 0, a sequence
81 , 82,,,, of positive numbers decreasing to zero, and a sequence B1 , B2 , ...

of positive numbers increasing to infinity, such that: For each positive
integer i there exists a 8;-separated sequence Xi,O < Xi,l < ... < Xi,k(i) in
fBi' (0) with

(11)

By choosing a subsequence of the i's, if necessary, we may arrange that

(12)

We shall assume that (12) holds. If ever Xi,i - Xi,i-1 were greater than 28i ,
we could insert additional points Xi,r midway between those already present
until this were no longer the case, without disturbing (11); so we shall
further assume that

8i ~. Xi,i - Xi,i-1 ~ 28i

for all i and j.
SincefE BCV, If I is bounded-say by K. Then

k(i)

2Kk(i) ): L If(xi,r) - f(xi,r-1)1 ): ;.
r=l •

and so

k(i) ): 2;8
i

and

Xi.k(i) - Xi,O ): 8ik(i) ): 2~'

(13)

(14)

Choose a number 8 that is less than 81 and less than €/(24K), and choose N
so large that 8i < 8(2 for i ): N. Then, for i ): N, the points Xi.O , Xi,1 ,... , Xi,k(i)
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constitute a partition IIi of [Xi,O , Xi,k(i)] whose gauge is °or less, while the
length of the partitioned interval is not less than 120. By Lemma 1 there
is a o-separated sequence Si of points in [Xi,O , Xi,k(il] such that the variation
ofIon the sequence is not less than

1 a.s.(f, IIi)

24 °
From (11) and (13),

a.s.(f, IIi) ~ E

and so the variation ofIon Si is at least

E

240 .

Now, by (12), the least number in Si is greater by at least 01 than the greatest
in Si-1 . Since 01 > 0, the union of all the sequences Si, i ~ N, is itself a
o-separated sequence, and the variation ofIon it is infinite, which contradicts
the hypothesis that1E BCY.

THEOREM 3. If1 E IR then 1 is simply integrable ifand only tf it is 01 BCY.

Proof If1E BCY and E is any positive number, let 01 be the o(f, E/48)
and B the B(f, E/48) of Lemma 2. Since1E JR, there is a positive number 02
such that if II is a partition of [0, B + 1] of gauge less than °2 ,

a.s.(f, II) < E/2. Set L:l = min(ol , 02 , .01). Then if b ~ B + 1 and II is
any partition of [0, b] of gauge less than L:l, a.s.(f, II) < E/2. If
b > B + 1 and II is a partition of [0, b] with I II I < L:l, we can write
a.s.(f, II) = 1:1 + 1:2 , where 1:1 is the part of the oscillation sum involving
subintervals (of the partition) that meet [0, B] and 1:2 is the remainder.
Then 1:1 < E/2. Let b' be the rightmost endpoint of the subintervals of II
that meet [0, B]. 1:2 is the oscillation sum of a partition of [b', b] whose
gauge is less than L:l, and b - b' ~ .99 > 12L:l. By Lemma 1 there is a
L:l-separated sequence X o < Xl < ... < X n in [b', b] with

(15)

But from the definition of 01 and B, the sum in (15) is less than E/(48L:l). It
follows that 1:2 < E/2. Thus a.s.(f, II) < E whenever III I < L:l, and so 1
satisfies part 1.) of the Uniform Riemann Condition. Since1 E JR, it satisfies
part 2.), and so is simply integrable, by Theorem 2.
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Conversely, if f is simply integrable and E is any positive number, let
S = {xo, Xl"'" Xn} be any E-separated sequence of non-negative numbers.
By the Uniform Riemann Condition, there is a 8 > °such that whenever II
is a partition of any interval [0, b] with I II I < 8, then O.S.(j, II) < 1.
Set 8' = min{8, E}. We can add points to the sequence S, inserting each new
point midway between points already present, to form a partition II:
X o = Yo < Y1 < ... < Ym = X n that is 8'12-separated and whose gauge is
~8'.

If we let M i and mi denote, respectively, the sup and inf offon [Yi-l , Yi],
then

m

1 ?: O.S.(j, II) = L (Mi - mi)(Yi - Yi-l)
i~l

8' m

?: 2 L (Mi - mi)
i=l

8' m

?: 2 L If(Yi) - f(Yi-l) I
i~l

8' n
?: 2 L If(Xi) - f(Xi-&

i=l

Thus the variation offon S is no greater than 218'. Since S was an arbitrary
E-separated sequence, we see that ViI) ~ 2/min{8, E} for every E > 0; so f
is of BCV.

We conclude with a representation of real-valued functions of BCV by
functions having a monotonicity property:

DEFINITION. Let Ebe a positive number. A real-valued functionj, defined
on a set I of real numbers, is "E-increasing" on I if fey) ?: f(x) whenever X

and yare points of I with Y ?: X + E.

THEOREM 4. Let f be a real-valued function defined on [0, OCJ) and bounded
on every finite subinterval. Then, for every E > 0, f is a difference of two
E-increasing functions (on [0, 00». f is of BCV if and only if it is, for every
E > 0, a difference of two bounded E-increasing functions.

Proof Given E > 0, if x is any positive number let II: °= X o < Xl < ...
< X n = X be an E-separated partition of [0, xl Let p(x) be the sum of those
f(xr) - f(xr- l ) which are positive, -n(x) the sum of those which are nega
tive. Then:

f(x) - f(O) = p(x) - n(x),
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and

HABER AND SHISHA

n

I If(xr) - f(xr-l)1 = p(x) + n(x)
r=l

= 2p(x) - f(x) + f(O)

= 2n(x) + f(x) - f(O).

Let V.(x), p.(x) , andN.(x) be, respectively, the suprema of E ff(xr) - f(xr-l)l,
p(x), and n(x) over all E-separated partitions of [0, x]. Then

V.(x) = 2P.(x) - f(x) + f(O) = 2N.(x) + f(x) - f(O)

and so
f(x) = (P.(x) + f(O)) - N.(x).

Both N.(x) and P.(x) (and so also P.(x) + f(O)) are E-increasing functions
of x on [0, 00) since any E-separated partition of [0, x] can be extended to
an E-separated partition of [0, y] if y ;?; x + E. Thus the first part of the
theorem is proven.

JffE BCV, V.(f) is finite, and V.(x) :0( V.(/) for every x. So V. is bounded,
and since p. and N. are non-negative and P.(x) + N.(x) = V.(x), both p.
and N. are bounded. Conversely, if for each E> 0 both p. and N. are
bounded, let Xo < Xl < ... < Xr be any E-separated sequence in [0, 00).
Then

f(xr) - f(xr-l) = p.(xr) - N.(xr) - P.(xr- l) + N.(xr_l)

= (P.(xr) - P.(xr- l)) - (N.(xr) - N.(Xr_l))·

Therefore

since each of the two terms on the right is non-negative; and

n

I ff(xr) - f(xr- l)I :0( P.(xn ) - P(xo) + N.(xn) - N.(xo)·
r=l

Therefore V.(/) is less than or equal to twice the bound of p. plus twice the
bound of N. , and f E BCV.

ApPENDIX

A proof that no sequence of quadrature formulas of the form (1) con
verges for allfE JR: Assume that Qn is as in (1), and that limn.."" Qn(f) = f: f
for every f in JR.
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If a and b are non-negative numbers, a < b, let f be the characteristic
function of the interval [a, b]. Qn(f) is just the sum of those ar.n for which
X r •n E [a, b]. This sum must approach b - a as n -+ 00; so some of those
ar •n must be positive if n is sufficiently large.

Now choose n1so large that at least one of the ar'n1 -say arl'n1-is positive.
Choose f 1 so that the interval II = (xr1 'n1 - f 1 ,xr1'n1 + E1) contains no
xr'n1 other than x r1'n1 ' and also so that E11ar1.n1 < 118. Let gl(X) be zero
outside II, equal to liar n at Xr n , and linear on the two intervals

I' 1 I' 1

[Xrl'n1 - f 1 , x r1 .n1] and [xrl'n1, x r1 'n1 + Ell Then Qn
1
(gl) = I and

J; gl < 1/8. Now choose n2 and r2 so that xr2'n2 > x n1'n1 + 1, ar2 'n2 > O.
If Qn (gl) ~ 1, set g2(X) = O. Otherwise write IX = 1 - Qn (gl) and choose E2

2 2

so small that 12 = (Xr2'n2 - f 2 , Xr2'n2 + f2) contains no xr'n2 other than xr2 ,n2
and IXf2lar2.n2 < 1/16. Let g2(X) be zero outside /2 , equal to IXlar2 'n2 at x r2'n2 '
and linear on the intervals [xr n - E, Xr n] and [xr n ,Xr n + f]. Then
Qn (gl + g2) = Qn (gl) ~ 1, Q~ (gl +gS ~ 1, and 2J';\gl 2+2 g2) < 3/16.

1 1 2

Continuing thus we produce an infinite sequence n1 , n2 , ••• , and an infinite
sequence of functions gl , g2 ,... , such that:

1.) g = gl + g2 + ... is in IR,

2.) (' g ~ 1/2,
o

3.) Qnj(g) ~ 1,

This contradicts our assumption.

;=1,2,....
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